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During this period of a global pandemic, we as
a studio have sat down to reflect on this time of
uncertainty. Upon reflection of our interviews with
various creatives, data collected from the public,
together with the archive of our past projects;
we have developed some ideas and scenarios
that may take place in the future. We discovered
many of the answers we seek are already present
to us, requiring only some tweaking from the past.
Similarly, humanity’s greatest asset is the ability
to adapt and evolve. In times of adversity, our
natural response is to seek solutions to survive.
Ta-Pow Takeaway was birthed as a question
to challenge the norms of society. The out of
ordinary responses in the zine are intended to
inspire and push our creative minds further. As
such, our hope is that we will continue this strive
to survive by constantly creating and innovating.
The answer we seek may already be staring at us
in the face.
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PROLOGUE
01 GOSSIPING WITH RONA
As we come into the second quarter of 2020, the entire planet
has come into an unprecedented shift. Like a scene from a
Steven Spielberg movie, out of necessity countries have gone into
various forms of lockdown to combat a common enemy, Covid-19
(Corona Virus, or Rona to some). This has then opened up various
conversations about how we as the human race will continue with our
lives post-lockdown.

01 GOSSIPING WITH RONA

02 BAKING WITH RONA
02 BAKING WITH RONA

03 PARTYING WITH RONA

We approach this restricted movement control order by investigating
the needs and wants of the public by hosting interviews with various
creatives and issuing creative challenges to the masses on our social
media platform; ALL IN THE NAME OF RESEARCH. We then derive
a post-lockdown speculation on the way global shift could unfold with
the information gathered.

03 PARTYING WITH RONA
This investigation looks into the multiple scales of humanity and
how to approach opportunities that we may not evidently see.
The disruption in retail, work and social life will not only change
conventional practices, but force new culture and values. For
instance, we will value physical contact more when it becomes harder
and less likely to happen. In this new normal, if there is one, we will
learn to adapt to a new lifestyle gradually, starting from one’s self, to
embrace changes on larger scales.
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EPISODE 01:
SANITARY SANITY

From paranoia over a single
cough, to an entire ritual
over leaving the home, we
examine the personal scale
of “Living with Rona”. With
new business typologies
that would impact our daily
routines, sanitation becomes
a major player in our psyche.
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The Healer
195 days since MCO

Day 195 since the world has
been riddled with the virus
known as COVID-19.
I feel my chest tighten and
my throat begins to tickle.
Oh no.
I couldn’t hold it back, I let
out a cough.
OMG.
Am I sick? But I have been
so careful. Okay, think, I
need to sanitize the house
and take some medication
right now. I turned on my
air purifier before putting
on my Supreme Sanitation
suit. Rushing out the door, I
grabbed the transparent biohazard labelled Dior saddle
bag with me.
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Government incentives
have paved the way for new
innovative business such as
this where you can bring in
items to sanitize in return for
drinks and food. It’s another
way to support the F&B
industry while keeping the
countries’ hygiene levels up.
This hipster bar even pairs
the drink you choose to your
specific sanitation process,
be it the fragrance or the
colour of the detergent used.

“Putting [my
coat] in the
UV closet, she
assured me that
it would be safe,
in every sense
of the word”

Thank goodness the nearest
Purell Bar1 is just down the
street. I brisked through the
portal of cleaning mist at the
entrance and gave my suit
to the robot receptionist for
safekeeping. Putting it in the
UV closet2, she assured me
that it would be safe, in every
sense of the word.

Scanning down the menu, I
see “Tongkat Ali3”, “5 Flower
Teas4”,”Ginger Tea5”, “Warm
Water6”, and there it is:
“Wong Lo Kat7”, the drink
that I’ve been searching for!
I quickly redeemed a bowl
and chugged it down. Call it
placebo effect but I’m feeling
much better already.

There was a line at the
counter so I take my place
a meter away from the last
person. I spotted an aunty
casually slipping her way
into the queue. I guess some
things would never change.
When it was finally my turn,
the lady behind the counter
took my bag of contaminants
and gave me a coupon to
redeem a free drink in return.

Not long after, my number
blinks on the screen at the
counter indicating my items
are ready for collection.
This excursion has been
an exciting break from my
typical routine. In fact, I think
for tonight, I might just spice
things up by inviting some
friends to play PEEK-APONG8 at the new hot socialdistancing club.
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EPISODE 02:
SOUS-VIDE FASHION

From working in sweatpants to
becoming master-planners of
our homes, we explore how this
period of working from home will
ultimately affect the way people
operate and live. With more
time on hand and e-commerce
platforms making every purchase
more convenient, many are
taking up new skills that could
potentially be setting trends for
different industries.
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The Resident
426 days since MCO

Dodol1. Sous-vide beef
bourguignon. Pei Tan2.
What do these delicacies
have in common?
Time.
Working from home has
given mankind one of the
most luxurious need ever,
but how will it shape the
way we operate and live?
Without subjugation from
fussy clients and intense
face-to-face meeting
schedules, our minds
are liberated, and our
pace is natural – giving
us that head space to be
productive yet being able to
breathe.
Hungry? Uninspired?

“Designers
could be the
next food
entrepreneurs –
diversifying the
flailing design
business by
venturing into
experimental
pop-up food
stalls...”
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Since we now work in our
kitchen or dining, a kaya3
toast is just a fridge door
away and cup noodles
- 2 minutes away. Fret
not, nobody judges your
instant-laksa-slurping over
Zoom, as with your pantless fashion this morning.
The over-achievers on the
other hand rummage social
media for elaborate recipes,
spend four hours cooking
and rake in flattery over
Instagram stories soonafter. Designers could be
the next food entrepreneurs

– diversifying the failing
design business by
venturing into experimental
pop-up food stalls where
experience goes beyond
taste4.
This vicious cycle of hunger
and feeding, coupled with
boredom, leads us to be
aspiring farmers.
We start being master
planners in our homes,
carving out nooks for
potential herb or vegetable
farms, some even
converting pantries to
poultry incubators. Lazada5
becomes our enabler. We
order all sorts of seeds,
plastic pots, soil and spade
from across Malaysia
on our quest to be selfsustaining.
What if indoor farming
exists beyond homes?
Can we see agriculture
in highly curated retail
environments? Gucci
with racks of seeds in
glass vitrines6, controlled
environment and UV
lighting. Its worthy of a highfashion spectacle. With
runway shows cancelled
and fashion influencers
jobless, could agriculture be
next in fashion?
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EPISODE 03:
CLEAN DANCING

From outdoor dance parties
with larger than life outfits to
the re-emergence of drive-in
theaters, we reimagine the
possibilities of new events
and activities after MCO has
ended. As society adapts
around the need for social
distancing, exciting new ways
to interact have been created
to reconcile with humanity’s
desire to stay connected.
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The Builder
1932 days since MCO

“Are you ready?”
A friend asked over a video
call as I put on my massive
wig, ready to head out.
5 years have passed
by since MCO ended. It
didn’t take long for group
activities to resume. In
the few months after the
partial lockdown, small
groups were allowed,
anything beyond 50 was
approved on a case by
case basis until new
ways to congregate were
discovered. Soon enough,
new events gradually
emerged playing on the
idea of separation and
distance in a crowd.
Dance parties have since
been assigned strict dress
codes. Everyone is to show
up big, at least 2m in width
in its full form1. Parties have
also been allowed outdoors,
with buildings illuminated
externally and street lights
changing colour to the beat.
Participants are to activate
their communication app
with an event code at the
designated entrances. The
need for social distancing
has turned into a massive
celebration.
Not only is change
occurring in nightlife, in a
country known for malls2,
we saw 21st century drivein theatres introduced
in converted mall car
parks. Car parks are now
grand and well ventilated,
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equipped with massive
screens and amazing
acoustics. Surrounding
the different viewing areas
are pop up artisan snacks

“Soon enough,
new events
gradually
emerged
playing on
the idea of
separation and
distance in a
crowd.”
available for take away.
There is also mention of
new games brought onto
the world stage. One of
which goes by the name
peek-a-pong. Players
played on the idea of a
barrier. The challenge is
to land ping-pong balls
into cups behind a barrier.
Players are only allowed to
peek through a small hole3
on the barrier to aim.
I would definitely be keen to
see this contact-less sport
played out in the upcoming
virtual Olympics!
Looking back, the need
for social distancing has
inspired many promising
ways to interact. We do
not know how long this
will continue, but it’s quite
exciting.
“I’m ready!” I replied. “Are
you?”
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EPISODE 04:
COCONUT CITIES

From living in independent
yet interconnected districts in
hives to growing multipurpose
raw building materials, we
re-conceptualize the extreme
future of a society that is
always under the threat of a
pandemic outbreak. Using
rhizome theory, civilization
could rebuild itself to be
both restorable and selfsustainable.
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The Explorer
5226 days since MCO

“We are
creating Hives
with districts
connected like
rhizomes, where
a “ruptured”
rhizome
will always
resurrect itself.”
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“Humidity, 64%.
Temperature, 33 degrees
Celsius. Status, Green.”
Rover, our team’s Drone
Officer reports, looking at
the screen as our drone
explores around different
districts of Hive 6742 to
detect potential ‘contagious
parasites’. Rover identified
a code red in District 9,
but it should not affect
other districts. We are
creating Hives with districts
connected like rhizomes,
where a “ruptured” rhizome
will always resurrect itself.
Districts will still be as
interconnected as they are
independent on their own,
and hence, we will see
District 9’s recovery on its
own soon.
Rover continues to fly
his drone on routine
surveillance and many
Material lab locations can
already be seen at work.
The Material lab is where
Co-Nuts share resources
with the local co-habitants
in converted open parks to
grow raw building materials.

As districts in Hive 6742
are surrounded by water,
we process existing
coconut trees into modified
fibrous coconut husks and
compress the material into
wall components1. Back at
the other Hives, the CoNuts have already adapted
these coconut fiber walls
into many variations from
water filtration system to
santan2 for ‘aunties’ to cook
with.
To create new Hives,
the Explorer’s role is
to identify a variety of
facilities, businesses
and living habitats,
forming independent
mini economies within its
district3. Each district has
its own characteristics
to adapt to, thus it’s the
Explorer’s role to facilitate
the adaptation process,
while surveilling the health
of each district within a
Hive. In this ever-growing
Hive team, we will be able
to break new boundaries
and practice hyper-local
building materials for all
future Hives.
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EPISODE 05:
POWER RANGERS

From wearable technology
to experiencing life from the
comfort of our own homes
through holograms, we
envision new methods of
communicating that could
be adopted during prolong
social-distancing. By
enhancing current technology,
this could be the new future
of communication and how
mankind will stay connected.
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Queen Rona
∞ days since MCO

To all citizens of Rona,
I am grateful to stand
before you today to
express my pride in the
roles taken up by our
Explorers, Builders, Healers
and Residents across
the districts in helping to
rebuild our great nation.
My heartfelt gratitude to all
who have pushed forward
despite the unfortunate
disruption at the beginning
of my reign. Since then, we
have achieved many great
accomplishments within our
environment, the world and
the galaxy to come.
Though we may be
physically separated in
our respective districts, it
is my greatest desire to
communicate and stay
connected throughout all
districts. With the help of
new technology, biotech
unification is now possible.
We have developed
wearable bionic augments1
that project our bodies as
holograms while giving
us the same sensorial
stimulation as we would
normally have. And so,
giving us the freedom to
roam the world anywhere,
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any time – all at the safety
and comfort of our homes.

“-freedom to
roam the world
anywhere, anytime - all from
the safety and
comfort of our
homes”
I urge all citizens of Rona to
adopt the new technology
for the advancement of our
era. I long for the days that
we can come together once
again, closer than ever,
to share what we see and
hear with our old and new
friends2. To taste the Wong
Lo Kat from the herbal
distilleries in district 7005,
to smell the hanging scent
gardens of district 5730, to
enjoy the coconut delicacy
known as Sangkaya3 in
district 6742 and so much
more. I hope that we
may ease into the new
normal of this era and with
your continued support, I
promise you that we will
see better days ahead.
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Epilogue
Having analyzed the situation
across a multitude of scales and
how different industries may be
impacted, the concept of living as
a “germophobic introvert” will affect
every facet of our daily lives. It is
inevitable that the change in how
we live will occur and this sudden
impact is causing a major change
in how people think. Initially
impacting their personal daily lives,
society will soon be answering
questions on a much large scale
beyond our local ‘taman’.
01
In the case of personal hygiene,
this may change the future of
housing and sanitation. No longer
will bathrooms be only for the
cleansing of one’s self; but will also
be a place to sanitize personal
goods. Similar to earlier traditions
of taking one’s shoes off before
going into a home and washing
one’s feet, this ritual seems to
be an extension of local folk
practices. This then also opens
up possibilities of new commercial
avenues with new hygiene
standards enforced.
02
Taking one step back, the lengthy
period spent in quarantine
challenges communities’ way of
living. This pressures individuals
or families to try new hobbies or
gain new skill sets. The lack of
daily supplies will push society
to seek alternatives that can be
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either locally made or grown. In
the advent of community gardens,
Malaysians can look forward to the
rise of local delicacies again which
are native and easy to cultivate.
03
The larger picture of socializing will
also be affected. Socializing will no
longer occur in large groups but
rather in small controlled groups
or digitally. From performing arts
to major sporting events, a shift
towards digital may be the way
forward. With the parallel growth of
E-Sports, the international arena
for digital competitions may take
center stage. That being said, it is
worth noting that physical contact
could be placed at a much higher
value, one that would be embraced
by the arts, almost as an act of
rebellion.
04
On a macro scale, urban planning
would also change. Drawing from
Deleuzian’s theory of rhizome
and multiplicities, hierarchies in
social, economical and political
would be altered. Similar to how a
country in The Hunger Games is
divided into Districts, each District
would be self-sufficient and able
to survive without dependence on
other Districts. A hive construct
would then also allow architectural
structures to be organized in tighter
containment zones. The idea of
physical trading that had started
many civilizations would no longer

be applicable with all transactions
happening digitally.
05
Finally, in this new era where all
lives are indirectly controlled by
the pandemic, the dissemination
of information online is now more
valuable than ever. However,
false rumours that causes social
discord are also becoming more
prevalent. This bring up the idea of
possible policing, censorships and
other new methods of information
transfer that would allow the
confusion of false media to be
handled.
Hence, based on the research
performed, it can be concluded
that, though these times are
seemingly dark and difficult for
many...
IT’S NOT THE END OF THE
WORLD! CALM DOWN!
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Burung Hantu by The Owls Cafe (2018), Alcove@TREC. Designed by POW Ideas
WildFlower’s toilet (2019), Jalan Petaling, Kuala Lumpur. Designed by POW Ideas
A herbal supplement also known as Longjack and Malaysian ginseng
A Chinese tea made from 5 different types of dried flowers such as: Chrysanthemums, Honeysuckle, Frangipani, Kapok, and
Sophorae
Tea made from a common kitchen ingredient with numerous health benefits
Water generally between 110 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit
A bitter Chinese herbal tea that could alleviate yeet hay
A game described in “the ta-pow takeaway: living with Rona” (2020) by POW Ideas

Chewy and sweet Malaysian candy made from glutinous durian, rice flour, coconut milk and palm sugar
Chinese preserved duck egg in clay, ash and salt
Malaysian jam made from coconut and eggs
Tai Tai Tong Sui (2017), APW, APW Preloved Market, Designed by POW Ideas
Largest e-commerce operator in South East Asia
B-HT-1M-36W/T-INTERMEDIUM (2019), Pavilion KL, Harpers Bazaar Pink Project, Designed by POW Ideas in collaboration with
Khoon Hooi
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EPISODE 03: CLEAN DANCING
1
2
3

The Buzz Wig (2019), Rix Malaysia KLCC, Designed by POW Ideas
With more than 5 million square feet of leasable area, One Utama, Malaysia is the 11th largest mall in the world (2020)
Glory Hole (2016) Uppercase, Designed by POW Ideas

EPISODE 04: COCONUT CITIES

EPISODE 05: POWER RANGERS
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COIR Pavilion (2017), Shalini Ganendra Gallery, PavilionNOW, POW Ideas x Taylor’s University
Also known as coconut milk, it is a liquid that is the result of grated coconut fruit. Not to be mistaken as coconut water
The Organic Valley (2016) China, Wuyishan Masterplan, POW Ideas

POW-WOW Sessions (2017) Unionspace (then known as UpperCase), POW Ideas x Lisa Foo
POW-DOWN Design Conference (2020), APW Bangsar, Malaysia, POW Ideas
Local Malaysian ice cream parlour that serves coconut milk based ice creams
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Virtual POW-WOW

Connecting via Instagram Live

01
March 23, 2020

02
March 24, 2020

03
March 25, 2020

04
March 26, 2020

05
March 27, 2020

Adrien Kent
Studio Kanta

Sam S.
No-To-Scale

HongYI
Red HongYi

Andrew Chow
Intact Studio

Suhaili Micheline
Aurora Dance School

This series of POW-WOW
session started off with Adrien
Kent, co-founder of Studio
Kanta. Adrien shared the likely
approaches he will take for his
creative studio in the wake of the
Movement Control Order. In the
meantime, he suggests we should
also maximize this downtime to
take a breather and reset our
goals.

Sam S. is an architect who
co-founded No-To-Scale, an
experimental architectural design
and research studio. In this
session, we speculated a future
guided by the virus prevention
measures. We addressed
changes that could happen
across varying scales, starting
from the new idea of a home.

HongYi is a Malaysian born
renowned artist, most famously
known for making artworks and
installations using everyday
objects. In the live chat, we
discussed about the opportunities
and inspiration presented to an
artist as a result of the pandemic.

Andrew Chow, a Malaysian who
founded an architecture studio
in ShenZhen, China. The topic
of our conversation centered
around his experience in China
during the outbreak. Having lifted
the lockdown recently, Andrew
was also able to offer a glimpse
into a post-lockdown world, the
new normal of daily routine with
precautionary steps still in place.

Suhaili Micheline is a passionate
dancer and dance instructor.
We learned the impact of social
distancing on dancers in the
interview. Being an instructor
herself, the new normal not only
force her to rethink her own
performances but also the way
classes are conducted moving
forward.
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POW-POW Gadgets
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Inventing collectively via Instagram stories

04 Haircut

01 Social Distancing

02 Toilet Roll

03 Disinfection Chamber

March 30, 2020

March 31, 2020

April 01, 2020

April 02, 2020

@serious.sam.tan

@bulanlifestyle_art

@peterkhue

@yogawithrobyn

05 Covid Apocalypse
April 03, 2020

@trishates
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